
Simple MA strategy

Rather than a strategy, this could be considered as a style of trading that is better for amateur 
traders, but the results are not so appealing ( in attempts to automate it, the overall rate of success is 
around 50%). Therefore, it is less reliable for short-term money-making, which is the reason why 
people often have to part with the money invested in their account. Unlike a mechanical system, here
the trader has more freedom for creativity and thus better market adaptation.

From the beginning I didn’t like the Moving Average as there are so many more intriguing indicators. 
But in the end I had to come back for the good old Moving Average (MA).

I trade the currency pair EUR/USD. That is, because I prefer to concentrate on one market rather than
to move from one currency to another. On my screen I have 4 time graphs – daily, 4 hours, 1 hour and
the 5 minute one. On the main screen I have the 1 hour graph.

 Daily graph – MA 7*1
 4 hour graph – MA 3*3
 1 hour graph – MA 3*3 and 7*5

The 4-hour and the daily graph are used mainly to determine the trend. The main trading activities 
are done according to the 1-hour graph. The 5-minute graph is used to determine the point of entry 
in the market.

Trading with the help of MA is a piece of cake – if the price has crossed from below the MA, this 
means that there is a possible continuing upward trend. If the price has crossed from above – it is 
likely to be a negative trend. This crossing is monitored from the 1-hour graph, where it is expected 
that both moving averages would eventually cross. You would be even calmer if the crossings 
between the MAs are not independent and close below the bar in the next hour.

And so you waited for such a crossing to happen. Now you can see what the current situation is at the
daily and 4-hour graphs. If both of them are following an upward trend and in the 1-hour graph there 
is a downward MA crossing, it is advisable to skip trading in this situation as you might end up trading
against the trend displayed on the larger time-frame graphs. 

Here comes in handy the 5-minute graph. The rule for a successful trade is simple – buy at the low 
and sell at the high. We make an attempt when a signal shows up on our 1-hour graph. We open a 
position after the first rebound of the 5-minute graph. When the market is calm it is easy to be done. 
If there is turbulence in the market it is not advisable to open positions.

I do my best to act in this fashion:

Unconditionally, you need to place a stop/loss from the very beginning. I personally try to support it 
around MA 7x5 of the 1-hour graph. If a serious movement occurs when calculating the eventual 
possible loss from the deal by placing the stop/loss, it is better to wait for a calmer moment.

If the market trend turns in the opposite direction, after opening the position, and moves to half of 
the distance to the stop/loss, then regardless of my confidence about the trend before, I either close 
the position or close it and open another one in the opposite direction in order to recover from the 
previous loss. 



If the current price stagnates around the price of entry in the market, I determine what a suitable 
level of profit would be and move to the 5-minute graph. And if I see that the price fulfills my 
prediction, I close the position.

If the price starts moving in the right direction, I close on a rebound 10% of the order or place the 
stop/loss at the level of the MA.


